How To Join Scouting
My Pack meets on ________________ at ________________ pm
(night) (hour)
at _______________________________________________________.
(location)
Contact me at _______________ or _____________________________.
(phone) (email)

Contact Seneca Waterways Council Boy Scouts of America at 585-244-4210
or visit www.senecawaterways.org for more Scouting information.
Lion is the first rank in Cub Scouts. Lions are boys and girls in kindergarten.

Wolf is the third rank in Cub Scouts. Second grade boys and girls are Wolf Cubs!

Bear is the fourth rank in Cub Scouts. Third grade boys and girls are Bear Cubs!

Connect the Dots & Color

SCAVENGER HUNT
How many items can you find in your backyard (or at a park or on a walk in the neighborhood)?

- ant
- brown leaf
- butterfly
- clover
- cloud
- purple flower
- pinecone
- ladybug
- bird
- grass
- green leaf
- yellow flower
- feather
- rock
- sticks
Tiger the second rank in Cub Scouts for boys and girls in first grade.

Find the number of each item shown (example: 4 flashlights -  

---

**Connect the Dots & Color**

**Just For Laughs!**

What animal is always at a baseball game?
Answer: A bat.

Why did the cookie go to the hospital?
Answer: Because he felt crummy.

What do snowmen eat for breakfast?
Answer: Frosted Flakes.

Why didn’t the quarter roll down the hill with the nickel?
Answer: Because it had more cents.

Why was the math book sad?
Answer: Because it had too many problems.

How do you make an octopus laugh?
Answer: With ten-tickles.
Camp Wanna-Have-Fun!

The camper is done roasting marshmallow. Can you help him get back to his tent?

Just For Laughs!

What do you call a boomerang that won’t come back?
Answer: A stick

What do you call a witch who goes to the beach?
Answer: A sand-witch.

What musical instrument is found in the bathroom?
Answer: A tuba toothpaste.

How do we know that the ocean is friendly?
Answer: It waves.

How do you get a squirrel to like you?
Answer: Act like a nut.

What building in your town has the most stories?
Answer: The public library.